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ABSTRACT It is demonstrated that fluo-
rescence resonance energy transfer
may be used to determine the fractal
dimension of aggregates of mem-
brane-bound proteins. Theoretical and
experimental results are presented for
two different experimental designs:
energy transfer between proteins and
energy transfer from lipids to proteins.
For energy transfer between proteins
the lattice spacing must be known inde-
pendently for a fractal dimension to be
uniquely determined, and this repre-
sents a disadvantage to this experi-
mental design. Results are presented
for the calcium ATPase and a fractal
dimension of 1.9 is estimated for
ATPase aggregates by assuming a lat-
tice spacing of 50 A. Energy transfer
from lipids to protein provides a means
of estimating the length of the "coast-
line" of the aggregate. In this case the
fractal dimension is uniquely deter-
mined from a log-log plot. An analysis
of data for bacteriorhodopsin reconsti-
tuted in phospholipid vesicles gives a
fractal dimension of 1.6. The structural
basis of the value for the fractal dimen-
sion is discussed for these two sys-
tems. These techniques provide a
means of assessing the nature of pro-
tein-protein interactions in membra-
nous systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
Fractional geometry has found application to a diversity
of natural phenomena (1). Colloid and polymer science
has particularly benefited from fractal analysis (2, 3). In
this field new insights into the structure and growth of
colloidal aggregates have been gained. In particular it has
been possible to distinguish between irreversible, diffu-
sion-limited aggregates and chemical equilibrium aggre-
gates. In principle many of the analyses and concepts
developed for colloids may carry over to investigations of
the physical chemistry of biological macromolecules.
However, to date there have been limited applications
(4, 5). Of particular interest is the aggregation of proteins
in a membrane. In many cases this aggregation has a
functional significance. Surprisingly little is known con-
cerning protein-protein interactions in biomembranes. A
key problem is distinguishing specific stable oligomeric
structures from phase-separated structures. Determina-
tion and interpretation of the fractal dimension of protein
aggregates could provide a better understanding of these
different types of protein-protein interactions. This will in
turn allow a better assessment of their functional role.
Unfortunately there is a limited number of general
techniques for determining the fractal dimension of mem-
brane aggregates. Electron micrographs may be analyzed
with simple geometric methods, i.e., measuring the length
of the aggregate "coast-line" by "walking a divider" or
measuring number densities within concentric circles (1).
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The major concerns with these techniques are the effect of
fixation on the structure of the aggregates and the large
number of micrographs needed to generate good statis-
tics. A second method involving low-angle scattering (6)
avoids these problems. The scattering intensity from a
fractal structure is proportional to the wave vector to a
fractional power. The fractal dimension, d, may then be
determined from a log-log plot. For a good determination
of d, experimental data spanning several orders of magni-
tude of the wave vector is needed. For aggregates consist-
ing of proteins in biomembranes, this would require data
from both low angle x-ray and light scattering experi-
ments. These scattering intensities will contain contribu-
tions from other sources (e.g., multiple scattering from
vesicles) and analysis may not be straightforward.
Here, the possibility of using fluorescence energy trans-
fer to measure the fractal dimension of membrane protein
aggregates is explored. Two experimental designs are
considered and these are illustrated in Fig. 1. In the first
the fluorescence donors and acceptors are located on
separate proteins in the aggregate. In this case it is
assumed that the donors and acceptors are uniformly
distributed on the fractal lattice formed by the aggre-
gated protein. The second design has the donors (or
acceptors) in the surrounding lipid domain and the
acceptors (or donors) are located on the aggregate. Under
appropriate experimental conditions, the layer of protein
at the edge of the aggregate will be responsible for most of
the energy transfer, this method is another means of
measuring the coastline of the aggregate.
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the following familiar form for the efficiency of energy
transfer E:
E 1= - I c ehl/Toe-2-[ll _t/rft/R)6]2Rd- IdR dt,
Tro°
(1)
where a is the surface density of acceptors, Ro is the
characteristic Foerster distance, ro is the fluorescence
lifetime of the donor, and R is the distance between donor
and acceptor. The fractal dimension, d, and the distance
of closest approach or lattice spacing, L, may be treated as
parameters to be determined from a curve-fitting proce-
dure. In previous applications in membranes, d = 2, and L
is the only parameter that is determined (8, 9). Eq. 1 does
not provide a convenient form for data analysis. Conse-
quently, an approximate expression is derived which
provides an explicit analytic form. In applications to
membrane proteins, the lattice spacing, L, will be approx-
imately equal to the protein diameter. In most cases this
distance will be comparable with Ro. The advantage of
this situation is that accurate, simple approximations to
Eq. 1 may be derived (10). The disadvantage is that a
limited range of transfer efficiencies can be achieved
experimentally. In previous work a general method was
developed for deriving continued fraction approximants
to expressions of the form of Eq. 1 (10). The first
approximant is:
FIGURE I Experimental designs for using fluorescence energy transfer
to measure the fractal dimension of membrane-protein aggregates. (a)
Separate protein units are measured with donors and acceptors. Accep-
tors are uniformly distributed on a fractal lattice. (b) Lipid donors
transfer energy to protein acceptors. When protein diameter is greater
than the Foerster distance, quenching is dominated by the boundary
protein. Energy transfer then measures the coastline of the aggregate.
In the next section a theoretical analysis of these two
types of energy transfer experiments is presented. This
analysis is then applied to experimental data for aggre-
gates of bacteriorhodopsin and aggregates of the sarco-
plasmic reticulum calcium ATPase. The final section
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of this tech-
nique. The interpretation of the numerical values deter-
mined for the fractal dimension is considered as well.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Energy transfer within an
aggregate
General expressions for energy transfer from a donor to
acceptors randomly distributed on a fractal structure
have been derived previously (7). These expressions yield
E/(I - E) = a (RO/R)6 2irRd-' dR
2iraRO
(6 - d)L 6-t
(2)
(3)
where a is now the surface density of acceptor-labeled
protein in the protein lattice. Eq. 3 will be highly accurate
when L >> Ro or when aR2 << 1. Eq. 3 may also be directly
obtained from Eq. 1 when (Ro/R)6t/r << 1. In many
instances d and L will not be known. The functional form
of Eq. 2 prohibits the separate determination of these two
parameters. This will severely restrict the utility of this
experimental approach. However, if L can be estimated
independently using methods for determining the diame-
ter of the protein, then fluorescence energy transfer may
be used to determine the fractal dimension.
Energy transfer from the lipid
domain to the aggregate
For multiple donors and multiple acceptors, the ratio of
quantum yields of donor in the presence, QDA, and
absence, QD, of acceptor is given by:
QDA 1 (1 + ( 6
-'
)
QD ND I
where ND is the number of donors and R,Y is the distance
(4)
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between the jth donor and the ith acceptor. The summa-
tion j runs over all donors and i runs over all acceptors
(note that E = 1 - QDA/QD).
The case is now considered where the donors are
located in the lipid domain and the acceptor is uniformly
distributed on a fractal lattice. Previously, approximate
expressions were derived for energy transfer from the
lipid domain to a circular disk (1 1). An extension of these
general approximations to the fractal problem requires
the evaluation of extremely complicated integrals.
Instead of considering the more general case, we restrict
ourselves to the case where Ro is less than the diameter of
the protein. This condition will usually be experimentally
accessible. It ensures that the boundary layer of protein in
the aggregate is responsible for the bulk of the quenching.
Thus, fluorescence energy transfer will be a monitor of
the length of the coastline of the aggregate. When Ro is
small relative to the protein width, Eq. 4 may be approxi-
mated by:
QDA
1 E (R0/R j)6 1
QD NDJ
1 NA
_-E E N^(Ro/R)6. (5)
ND j i
The second approximation is that the summation of
acceptors need consider only the ones on the boundary. In
the situation where aggregates are too small to distinguish
between boundary and inner layers of the protein, the
second equality in Eq. 5 will be exact. The total number of
boundary acceptors is NA.B. Using the mean value theo-
rem
NA.BR 6 JO6 6
_ER = NDNA,B (R6) (6)
where the braces represent the mean value of the enclosed
quantity. Thus
QDA/QD = 1 - NA,B((RO/R)6). (7)
Unfortunately NA,B is not an experimentally controlled
parameter. Rather it must be related to NA, the total
number of acceptor molecules. This may be done using
basic relationships of fractal geometry (1). First,
S112 c pld (8)
where P is the length of the perimeter of the fractal lattice
and d is the fractal dimension that must be >1. It is
assumed that the surface area, S, will be directly propor-
tional to NA and a. Similarly,
NA,B = P/60, (9)
where 60 is the width of the protein. Thus,
NA,BOCN#2. (10)
Using Eq. 10 and 7 one may obtain the relationship:
d log Edlogu d/2.
d log a (I 1)
This allows the fractal dimension to be determined
directly using the slope of a log-log plot.
III. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In the first set of experiments, fluorescence energy trans-
fer was measured from IAF' (iodoacetomido-fluores-
cein)-labeled ATPase (acceptor) to IAEDANS (N-
iodoacetyl-N'-(5-sulfo-1-naphthyl)-labeled ATPase (do-
nor). This donor-acceptor pair was used previously by
Vanderkooi et al. (12), and their deoxycholate-solubiliza-
tion procedure was followed for the preparation of mixed
aggregates. Here, purified Ca+"ATPase was used (13)
instead of sarcoplasmic reticulum vesicles. This prepara-
tion is still in vesicular form as calcium transport activity
is retained (14). Fluorescence energy transfer was mea-
sured using steady state methods as described previously
(14). The characteristic Foerster distance, Ro, was deter-
mined to be 52 A. Total protein concentration was varied
at fixed levels of donor and acceptor-labeled ATPase by
introducing unlabeled protein into the solubilization mix-
ture. For the application of Eq. 2, the surface density of
acceptor in the protein aggregate is calculated using Eq.
12:
a = NA/S = NA! (NTOT x 3,750 A2)
= CA/(CTOT x 3,750 Al), (12)
where NA and CA are the number and concentration of
acceptor labeled ATPases and NTOT and CTOT are the
corresponding values for total protein. The surface area
per protein was taken to be 3,750 A2 as determined by
dividing the area of the unit cell for crystalline ATPase
(15) by the number of proteins in it. Fig. 2 a shows the
efficiency of energy transfer versus surface density of
acceptor. This data could be analyzed using Eq. 2.
However, L and d could not be determined independently.
Because IAEDAN labeling is not specific to a single site
(12), a value for L can only be estimated. From electron
microscopy the diameter of the ATPase is estimated to be
40 A (16, 17), and this gives a rough estimate of L.
Assuming L is 40 A the data in Fig. 2 a is best fit (solid
line) with a fractal dimension, d, of 1.7. IfL is taken as 50
A then d must be 1.9. Thus, d is fairly sensitive to the
value assumed for L. For comparison the theoretical
values (calculated using Eq. 17 of reference 31) for a
uniform distribution are also plotted (dotted line) for L
equal to 50 A. This distance is approximately the longest
realistic distance of closest approach possible for labels on
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FIGURE 2 Experimental data used to determine the fractal dimension
on membrane aggregates. (a) The efficiency of energy transfer, E,
versus surface density of acceptor-labeled calcium ATPase, a. Energy
transfer was measured from separately labeled ATPase. IAF (iodoace-
tamidofluorescein) labeled ATPase is the acceptor and IAEDANS
(N-iodoacetyl-N'-(5-sulfo- l-naphthyl) ethylene naphthalene) is the
donor. Surface density was varied by varying the amount of unlabeled
protein. Solid line is fit to fractal model. Dotted line is calculated for
uniformly distributed donors and acceptors, using the model of Wolber
and Hudson (reference 31) and assuming closest approach of two
proteins is 50 A. (b) A log-log plot of the efficiency of energy transfer
versus surface density acceptor. Energy transfer is from lipid donors to
the retinal of bacteriorhodopsin. Data are from reference 11 and all
results are for dimyristolylphosphotidylcholine vesicles. Fractal dimen-
sion, d, of bacteriorhodopsin aggregates is determined from the recipro-
cal of the slope. Symbols and results are as follows: A, donor is
octadecylrhodamine B chloride (OR) at 10°C, d = 1.5; 0, donor is OR
at 200C, d = 1.5; 0, donor is 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindo-
carbocyanine perchlorate at 1 OOC, d = 1.6.
two separate proteins. As can be seen, the fit is very poor.
Shorter distances of closest approach give even poorer
fits. This strongly suggests that the data cannot be fit to a
uniform distribution.
For the second approach, the previously obtained data
(1 1) has been analyzed to determine the fractal dimen-
sion of bacteriorhodopsin aggregates when it is reconsti-
tuted into phospholipid vesicles. This data consists of
separate quenching experiments on two different fluores-
cence lipid probes at various surface densities of bacteri-
orhodopsin. The acceptor was bacteriorhodopsin's intrin-
sic chromophore, retinal. Using a number of physical
techniques, bacteriorhodopsin has been shown to aggre-
gate at temperatures below the lipid phase transition
(18, 19). These aggregates are structures that are spec-
troscopically similar to purple membrane, the triagonal
lattice of native protein. This data was originally analyzed
with the circular disk model (11) and the aggregate
radius was estimated. This analysis gave the physically
unrealistic result that the aggregate radius was indepen-
dent of the surface density of bacteriorhodopsin. This was
interpreted as indicating that as the surface density
increased multiple patches of comparable sizes were
formed. Using Eq. lIthe fractal dimension of the aggre-
gates is determined from the reciprocal of the slope of the
log-log plot shown in Fig 1 b. For DMPC vesicles under
three different sets of conditions (see Fig 2 b), d was
shown to be 1.6 ± 0.1. The data for DPPC vesicles showed
significantly less quenching, and larger experimental
error. This data could not be analyzed to give a consistent
fractal dimension.
IV. DISCUSSION
Theoretical and experimental results have been presented
to show that fluorescence energy transfer may be used to
determine the fractal dimension of membrane protein
aggregates. The advantage of this approach is that it is
experimentally accessible to a wide range of systems and
can be used under physiological conditions. The disadvan-
tage is that it is difficult to achieve high levels of
fluorescence energy transfer. Experimental conditions are
restricted to measuring parameters that vary by less than
a decade. This makes it virtually impossible to measure
multiple fractal dimensions. However, in physiological
setting it is unlikely that the surface density of a given
component varies widely enough to cause a transforma-
tion from one scaling law to another. Of the two experi-
mental approaches (Fig. 1, a and b), energy transfer from
lipid to aggregate is preferable to transfer within an
aggregate. With transfer within the aggregate the fractal
dimension cannot be independently determined. Instead
the lattice spacing, L, must be estimated by other tech-
niques. Depending on the probe location, there is consid-
erable ambiguity in using hydrodynamic data to deter-
mine L. This, combined with the sensitivity of d to the
specific value of L, makes this approach less attractive.
Knowledge of the value for the fractal dimension of a
given aggregate will hopefully shed light on the structural
basis of the aggregation process. Table 1 shows fractal
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TABLE 1 Fractal dimension of two-dimensional
structures
Fractal dimension d Structure Reference
1.26 Rivers on triagonal lattices;
fracture boundaries (1, 21, 22)
1.44 Brownian cluster-cluster
aggregates (23)
1.51 Ballistic cluster-cluster ag-
gregates (24)
1.55 Chemical cluster-cluster
aggregates (25, 26, 27)
1.56 Lattice animals (28)
1.70 Diffusion-limited aggre-
gates (29)
1.89 Percolation clusters (28)
1.95 Ballistic aggregates (30)
dimension values for a variety of two dimensional struc-
tures. The d value of 1.6 for bacteriorhodopsin is compa-
rable with the value of 1.56 for lattice animals and of 1.55
for chemical cluster-cluster aggregates. In native purple
membrane, bacteriorhodopsin forms trimers that are hex-
agonally packed. This structure will uniformly fill a
two-dimensional space. The fractal dimension of the
coastline, however, differs from 1 and is consistent with
favorable and relatively nonspecific protein-protein inter-
action. These aggregates are probably extended struc-
tures resulting from such interactions.
The calcium ATPase provides an interesting contrast.
Its membraneous quarternary structure is not as well
defined, although a dimer on tetrameric structure seems
to be favored by most workers in the field (20). The high
fractal dimension, - 1.8, obtained in this case, may not be
related to the underlying unit structure. Rather the
purified ATPase vesicles may have such high protein-
lipid ratios that a totally contacted network is formed.
This could give values close to those for percolation
clusters. Unfortunately, the error in d due to the uncer-
tainty in L precludes a detailed analysis at this time.
Nevertheless, these preliminary results demonstrate the
utility of fluorescence energy transfer for determining the
fractal dimension of membrane aggregates. Additionally,
with the increased sophistication of aggregation models
the value of the fractal dimension can give insight into the
structural basis for protein-protein interactions in the
membrane.
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